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WELCOME TO

MEET THE TEAM

T

he sun shines stronger now, down on deciduous trees that feel the warmth as their buds begin to open;
snowdrops adorn woodland floors, as winter turns into spring. Many of us have patiently waited for
the moment that signals the season has finally changed – a flutter of an orange tip butterfly as it floats
through the air, or the first glimpse of a swallow dashing through the sky.

James Common

Alexandra Pearce

Managing Director

Project Manager

@CommonByNature

@alexandracfpearce

www.commonbynature.com

www.alexandra-pearce.com

As always our conservation minded contributors have penned their thoughts on some interesting and
sometimes concerning topics – Ryan Deal considers the effect of artificial lighting on wildlife (p35), while
Carla Broom evaluates conservation grazing (p33). Harry Househam from the Berkshire, Buckinghamshire
and Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust also shares with us the Trust’s new project, ‘Nature Stewards of the Future’,
which is aimed at young wildlife lovers and conservationists – learn what it is all about on p26.

Alice Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
@AJohnson2810
www.naturenattering.wordpress.com

Jack Plumb

Harriet Gardiner

Advisor

Creative Director

In this spring issue of New Nature, we urge you to get outside and enjoy the first joys of the season – some
bird species, like common crossbill and raven, have already begun the task of rearing young, find out more
from Elliot Chandler on p8. Take inspiration for a springtime walk from Lucy Hodson’s book review of Kate
Humble’s Thinking on My Feet (p48), a must read for any lover of the outdoors. If the day still holds the chill
of winter and you want to stay wrapped up warm inside, then take a literary walk along the Sefton Coast with
Hannah Branwood (p10), or discover the joys of skylark watching on the South Downs from Sophie May
Lewis (p16).

@harrietgardiner_art
www.harrietgardiner.com

For readers looking for advice on how to turn their plot into a wildlife haven, go to p22 where I speak to
Brigit Strawbridge about gardening for bees and the importance of pollinators. If you want to marvel in some
inspiring art and photography, then we have it covered, too! Alex Pearce chats to the incredible artist Rob
Arnold who uses plastic litter to create thought-provoking pieces (p38), and Matt Roseveare shares with us his
fantastic wildlife shots from the New Forest (p42). We are also excited to announce the New Nature writing
competition is back, this year judged by Dominic Couzens! Find out how to enter on p46.
Thank you to all of our fantastic contributors and our readers as always, and remember to share your spring time
wildlife moments with us on our social media channels for a chance to have them featured in the magazine.

ALICE JOHNSON

Lucy Hodson

Editor-in-Chief

Communications Officer
@lucy_lapwing
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@wildlife_words

@Scott1993

www.wildlifeandwords.wordpress.com
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Features Editor
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Readers’ Photographs

Readers’

PHOTOGRAPHS

These glorious
photos of owls
were shared
with us by Mark
fullerton,
@markyfullerton,
on Twitter!
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This beautiful robin
was photographed
by Steph Brown at
Woods Mill. Twitter
@SFB_Photography
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WILDLIFE │ What to watch for

March

What to watch for in

MARCH
and

APRIL
Words by Elliot Chandler
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Although the nesting season for most birds has yet to
start in earnest, there are a few notable exceptions that
are worth looking out for. The common crossbill and
the raven are two such species that will either have
young in the nest or already fledged by March. Why
not look for fledged crossbill families in pine forests
and plantations (and record them!) and scour cliff
ledges or mature conifers for the huge twig nests of
the raven (especially in the east of Britain where they
are still scarce birds).
If you live near one of Britain’s large, clear-water
rivers – such as the Wye, Coquet, Tweed or Don –
then it would be well worth your time to take a walk
along the banks, as this is the month that a fascinating
insect emerges from the waters. The March brown
mayfly is the earliest of the mayflies to appear in the
UK; you may spot the ‘duns’ or sub-imagos floating
on the surface tension just after they have shed their
larval skin. A few days later the breeding adult forms,
called ‘spinners’, will be dancing in the air above the
river, trying to find a mate before they become prey to
a hungry bird.
Talking of hungry birds, as the first chiffchaffs and
willow warblers arrive back on our shores from the
distant south, they can often be found in roving groups
feeding voraciously in the branches of flowering
sallow trees. The profuse pollen and nectar produced
by the catkins attract many insects early in the season
and these in turn become prey for tired Phylloscopus
warblers newly arrived and in need of refuelling.

April

As the weather begins to warm up, so too do the
insects, with April seeing the appearance of several
butterfly species that should be a sight for sore eyes
after the winter. A much declined and still declining
species, the gorgeous orange and black pearl-bordered
fritillary can be found on the wing in coppiced
woodlands and other open habitats from Scotland to
Cornwall, but thinly spread. The small, dark brown and
speckled with white grizzled skipper is a moth-like
butterfly that can also be found freshly on the wing at
this time of year on chalk and limestone grassland in
southern England.
If, whilst on a spring walk through a wood, you come
across strange dead-looking plant stems covered in
orchid-like flowers but with no leaves in sight, poking
straight out of the ground, then you’re in luck – you’ve
found some toothwort. These sickly-looking plants are
incapable of photosynthesis, instead they take all the
nutrients they need from a host plant – predominantly
hazel, but also other species such as beech. They may
also be partially carnivorous, trapping and absorbing
small insects, although this is not their main source of
nutrients.
Hen harriers return to their breeding grounds in
April and the beautiful black and grey males will be
performing their spectacular ‘sky-dance’ display in
order to attract a female. This is sadly an increasingly
rare sight in Britain due to persecution, but there are
still areas of our uplands where this unmissable display
can be watched with patience – the Isle of Man and
many of the Scottish islands still hold good numbers
compared to the mainland and it is well worth the
trip.

-9-
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PLACES TO VISIT
A Journey along the Sefton Coast

Antony Gormley’s
Another Place

V

enture slightly north of
Liverpool’s docks and you
will stumble across a 22mile expanse of coastline, home
to the largest undeveloped dune
system in the UK. A beautiful
and unique landscape, the Sefton
Coast provides refuge for some of
the UK’s rarest flora and fauna.
The most southerly stretch of the
shore, Crosby beach, is marked by
100 cast-iron men which form Sir
Antony Gormley’s ‘Another Place’.
These figures aren’t as lifeless as they
first appear, with their presence
here providing an opportunity
for the invasive barnacle species
Austrominius modestus to colonise
the beach. Meanwhile, the adjacent
sand ridges harbour valuable native
plants including dune wormwood
at its only extant British locality
and the British endemic, Isle of
Man cabbage, which owes part of
its presence here to conservation
translocations.
Towards the centre of the coast
lies Formby Point, so-called due
to its protrusion into the Irish sea.
Here, the beach is surrounded by
sweeping pinewoods in which the

Sea Bryum Capsules
at Ainsdale Dunes

Natterjack Breeding
Pool in Ainsdale Dunes

nibbled remains of pinecones are
often the first sign of the evercharming red squirrel. Along
with these stealthy mammals, the
great spotted woodpecker can
occasionally be heard drumming
loudly in the trees. This section
of the shore is one of the fastest
changing in the UK, with the
marram and sea-lyme dunes rolling
inland at a rate of four metres per
year. The erosion has revealed signs
of prehistoric life, with footprints
being discovered in muddy
sediment beds that were formed
between 5,400 BC and 2,300 BC.
Mesolithic humans, deer, wild boar
and aurochs (prehistoric, large wild
ox) are just some of the species
prints that have been identified.

female, a behaviour which has
gained them their reputation as
the loudest amphibian in the UK.
Look out for the great crested newt
and extremely rare sand lizard,
which will also be making their
first appearances this time of year.

Not forgetting the smaller life
forms of the dunes; Sefton has
long been renowned for its mosses
and liverworts. Continuing north
towards Ainsdale, a keen eye could
witness nationally scarce petalwort,
or sea bryum which has 50% of its
UK population residing here. With
the winter months behind us,
however, you’re more likely to come
across the northern dune tiger
beetle on the bare sand patches.
You’d have to be quick though, as
April is the perfect time of year this handsome invertebrate comes
for spotting Sefton’s most iconic from a group of beetles famous for
species, the natterjack toad, freshly their running speed.
emerged from hibernation and
ready for the breeding season. This journey ends at the very top
Although instantly recognisable of the coast in Southport, an area
by a bright yellow stripe along the that sees its fair share of migrating
centre of its back, you’re likely to birds. As the first wheatears and
hear this noisy amphibian before swallows arrive from Africa, you
seeing it. On warm nights, adult can also see the resident avocets,
males gather in dune slacks and black-tailed godwits, and rare
emit a rasping call to attract a spoonbills.
- 10 -

Words and Images by Hannah Branwood
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Focus

BOOMING BITTERNS
Words by Scott Thomson

In the 1800’s bitterns were a
relatively common sight across
Europe. Sadly though persecution
and the drainage of reed beds to
make way for human development
caused their numbers to crash. As
if that wasn’t bad enough, bitterns
are sensitive creatures, severely
affected by harsh winters. All this
led to this species being extinct in
the UK by 1885. These birds are
nothing if not resilient though
and they returned to the UK 15
years later, settling in the wetlands
of Norfolk. There they remain,
one of only five resident bittern
populations, with none being
found outside of England.

to the RSPB. The good news is that
bitterns are now protected and the
RSPB are actively regenerating reed
beds and wetland habitats across
the UK to support bitterns and all
of our other wading birds. Bitterns
are very hard to monitor though
and are not actually counted in the
same way as many other birds, they
are usually recorded by measuring
the number of booming sounds
the males make around the nesting
sites. From this, the researchers can
work out approximately how many
males there are but can’t accurately
say how many females there will
be, which is why bittern population
counts usually refer to males only.

The other good news is that the UK
is home to a wintering population
of bitterns. Colder conditions see
this species returning to various
parts of the UK, from England’s
South Coast to central Scotland
and North West Wales. The
addition of 600 or so migratory
bitterns makes winter a great
The bittern revival has been a time to get out and spot this most
rollercoaster ride with around remarkable and elusive wading
80 resident males living here by bird.
1950. By 1997 this number had
once again crashed to a mere 11, Spotting a bittern is a hard task.
before rising to a minimum of 164 Their beautiful plumage is an exact
booming males in 2017, according match to reed beds and unless you

- 12 -

notice a movement you will never
know they are there. Cleverer still is
that bitterns don’t immediately flee
when startled. Instead they adopt a
camouflage posture, pointing their
beak up to the sky and making
themselves look just like a reed. If
you do spot one, it is likely to be
patrolling the shallows looking
for food. Bitterns feed mainly on
fish, especially eels, along with
amphibians and invertebrates.
Interestingly, due to their immense
camouflage, we don’t actually know
much about bittern chicks. Most
of their behaviours and feeding
strategies remain unknown due
to the low numbers and difficulty
in spotting them. It’s a gentle
reminder that no matter how
clever humans can be, nature can
still outsmart us.
It is possible to see bitterns at
this time of year, as wintering
visitors may still be lingering and
the resident populations will be
looking for mates and beginning
the process of nest building. During
this time the males become very
vocal, which is the best indication
of their presence. If you head along
to your nearest reed bed this month
you may be rewarded with seeing
one of the UK’s hidden gems.

Image: Oscar Dewhurst

T

he bittern (Botaurus stellaris)
is one of our most elusive
wading birds. The smaller
cousin of a heron, it is a hunched
figure that skulks about in the
reeds with slow, deliberate steps. A
beautiful bird, but one that is rarely
seen.

- 13 -
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IS IT A BIRD?
IS IT A PLANE?
NO, IT’S A BAT!
British bat species
and their value to the
United Kingdom

B

ats, which were engraved into our
history and thought to be the stuff of
nightmares, are not the monsters we
thought them to be. They aren’t vampires
disguised as winged creatures of the night.
They are incredible and unique animals with
over 1,300 species recognised world wide
and more still being discovered, but also
being lost to extinction. Bats are of the order
Chiroptera, and with their forelimbs adapted
as wings, these creatures are able to carry out
sustained flight – the only mammals truly
capable of doing so. According to the Bat
Conservation Trust, they make up for over a
quarter of mammal species found in the UK
and about 20% of mammal species across the
world.
They are one of the most diverse group of
animals on the planet, being highly diverse
in habitat, feeding ecology, behaviour and
physical features, which some would portray
as being anthropomorphically unappealing.
In the United Kingdom there are 18 species
of bat. They are all very small compared to
foreign species and they are all insectivores.
They face threats including disease,
deforestation, invasive species classed as
illegal landing and unlawful disturbance.

We have three species of pipistrelle bat
(common, soprano and Nathusius’), longeared, grey long-eared, horseshoe (greater/
lesser), greater mouse-eared, noctule and
Daubenton’s. Pipistrelles or long-eared bats
are the most common to find roosting in
houses, grey long-eared bats are very rare
being mainly found on the South Coast, and
there is only one single breeding male greater
mouse-eared bat in the country.
The Bat Conservation Trust ensures these
species are cared for and protected under law
and uses its volunteers on the front line of
conservation. The Trust was formed in 1991
and has over 6,000 members ranging from
bat carers and admin staff to finance and
out of hours call centre helpers to ensure
the public get the right information when
they find an injured, or tired bat, or one with
rabies suspicion which is very rare. It is the
only UK NGO dedicated to the protection
of bats and their habitat. I was part of the out
of hours helpline and it is a vital tool in the
protection of these magnificent species. They
need to be protected as some plants depend
partly or wholly on bats to pollinate their
flowers or spread their seeds. Some bats aid
in pest control, and they have been used as
indicators of healthy biodiversity.

Words by Joshua Brierley
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Su ss ex

Field

wildflowers, blackthorn blossom
clouds are disturbed by a few early
bees. Amongst the twigs a few
petals fall, dislodged by a chiffchaff.
The warbler pauses in his feeding
activities to shout a volley of calls; a
metronomic repetition of his own
name.

LARKS AND
FINDINGS
Words and Images by Sophie May Lewis

I

n spring there are two important
appointments on my calendar:
walking the Downs to hear the
skylarks sing, and heading to the
coast after high tide.
A favourite walk on the windiest
of days is to climb the rise up to
visit The Old Lady of Halnaker
Hill. The Old Lady is in fact a
windmill (mills, at least in Sussex,
are traditionally referred to in
feminine terms), which sits atop a
chalk down guarding an expansive
vista across the coastal plains to the
southern side of the Sussex Downs.
The track follows the route of an
ancient right of way, worn deep by
centuries of movement. Trees close
overhead, forming a tree tunnel or
‘Holloway’. This is where I come

Above the tree line the landscape
opens out to wide sky and the
rolling breast of the hill. The soil
of the fields, as yet bare of crops,
has a grey pallor, infused with
chalk and studded with flint.
Where multitudes of passing feet
have worn the track, the grass is
threadbare, revealing the chalk
beneath.
From that chalk materialises the
spirit of the Downs. A skylark.
The mote of feather rises towards
the heavens, its voice buffeted
and almost blown away by the
strong wind. Despite the wind
the bird continues to soar, until
nearly lost from sight. The skylark
is famous as a poetic muse, thanks
to its evocative song. Changes in
farming methods and land use have
had disastrous effects on farmland
bird species, including skylarks,
and the populations of these birds
nationwide have plummeted. Now
their voices rise more often as a
solo rather than a chorus. Winter
sown crops are one problem, as the
growth is too dense by spring for
these ground-nesting birds to nest.
Set asides and uncultivated strips
help, whilst retained stubble after
harvest holds insects to provide
winter food.

in search of spring. The enclosing
banks and arching branches
capture the season in a flush of
new leaf and blossom. The wayside
wildflowers are ahead of the trees,
making the most of the sunlight
before the closing canopy filters
it out. Primroses and violets peer
out from between twisted roots.
Swathes of the banks are carpeted
with the acid green of dog’s
mercury (Mercurialis perennis).
In the sky above, rooks rove in
search of materials to reinforce
their nests, one eye on the fields for
foraging opportunities. They look
for germinating shoots or insects
in the dung that is scattered across
the pasture where lambs or cattle When my eyes tire from squinting
have recently been turned out to at soaring skylarks against the
grass. Between the rooks and the scudding clouds, there is always
- 16 -
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Notes
the view to gaze at. From the top
of the hill the vista runs all the
way across town and country to a
tantalising silver glint of sea.

waiting for the next fresh stranding.
A flash of silver on the wet sand
is a flush of sanderling, pushed up
the beach by the encroaching tide.

Depending on the weather, a visit
to the coast in March can be one
last taste of winter wind before
embracing all the joys of spring.
Some days, sideways drizzle can
blur the definition of the horizon.
Grey sea and grey rain. Fishermen
along the pier turn up their collars
and consider retiring to the chip
shop to enjoy someone else’s catch.
A breaking of sky, and a bright
clear light plays on the rippling
dune grasses. Sand blows across
the boardwalk, leading the way to
the beach.

I smooth the surface of a palm-sized
pebble, it tastes of salt if pressed to
my lips. I drop it into my pocket
along with other finds; a length of
orange baler twine and three bottle
tops, fragments of plastic that have

My inclination is to head straight
to the edge of the waves, but I am
soon distracted by a wave of weed
upon the sand. The strandline
forms where the last high tide
reached before the revolutions of
the moon pulled it back again. All
manner of items get cast up on this
drift of debris; nestled in amongst
the leathery straps of wrack, kelp
and oarweed, which begin to dry
and crisp as the wind wicks away
moisture. Chalky cuttlefish plates,
paper globules of whelk eggs,
empty slipper limpet shells. Hag
rocks. Starlings and turnstones
comb the strandline too, drawn
by the hosts of sandhoppers that
cloud over the stagnant weed.
Pausing to straighten my shoulders
I’m surprised to look back along
the beach and see how far I have
walked, immersed in coastal
combing. Light toys with the wind
on the waves’ edge as the tide turns.
Gulls perch on groins encrusted
with mussels and limpets, each

S

long since lost their identification
or purpose. A movement on the
landward side of my walk; a sand
coloured bird flits from fence post
to fence post as though leading me
on, always keeping just ahead. It’s a
wheatear, a migrant just arrived on
passage north. It flies off over the
dunes and I follow, back inland,
back to the Downs and to spring.

OPHIE MAY LEWIS
Based in rural West Sussex, Sophie
finds inspiration for her writing and
photography in the South Downs and
the Weald. Introduced to wildlife and
landscape history through family
walks as a child, she has been hooked
ever since.
@sxfieldnotes
Website: sussexfieldnotes.wordpress.
com
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W

hat is a rook to you? Is it just another crow
– an everyday sight barely worth a glance?
Is it a noisy, messy nuisance, or even a pest
that you scare away or shoot for eating your grain?
Or, when they return to their rookeries at the end of
winter, the first joyful sign of the coming spring? I
see them as fascinating, intelligent, amusingly playful
birds that also carry with them an aura of elemental
ancientness and mystery, as though they are as much
a part of the landscape as the hills and rivers.

Species

ROOK

Corvus frugilegus
Words by Elliot Chandler
- 18 -

Rooks are well known for breeding in colonies, which
they often return to as early as January and will usually
have laid a clutch of three to five eggs by late February.
Less well known is that they are monogamous and pair
for life, which considering rooks can survive into their
twenties is a trait that should earn them some respect
from humans. These pair-bonds are well maintained
throughout their lives, with couples usually feeding
Watch them fly in a blustery gale; shards of black alongside one another all year, as well as preening and
glass splintering out of the dark scudding clouds, passing each other food items.
twisting and folding down to the earth with calls not
unlike tree boughs creaking in a storm. In the fields Rookeries can be such a joy to watch and anyone
they probe the soil for leatherjackets, striding across with one close to their house should consider
the turf in unison like so many businessmen in ragged themselves blessed. The nest building activities (often
suits. Then when the low sun strikes their dark backs involving stealing material from neighbouring nests),
they flash a regal purple, as if their feathers had been establishing hierarchies, bonding with partners,
carved from slivers of amethyst.
raising the young and the constant human-like chatter
and playful interactions make these colonies not just
In the depths of winter, they will gather at dusk in scientifically interesting but also soul-restoring and
large flocks before roosting; such a meeting is often beautiful.
called a ‘parliament’, though I feel that this does
them a disservice and that the alternative collective Rooks are so much more than just another dull crow,
noun of a ‘storytelling’ is far more appropriate. Like perhaps not the most handsome of corvids, but
all corvids, rooks are highly intelligent and have been undoubtedly the most fascinating and perhaps the
proven to be adept at problem-solving and can grasp most characterful – as well as being a timeless, iconic
such concepts as gravity, time, cause and effect and element of rural Europe that deserves a respected
teamwork to a level parallel with or even exceeding place in our collected hearts.
that of chimpanzees. Considering this, it seems likely

Image: Nicolas Weghaupt

Under rated

that these winter gatherings are not only for safety,
but also for sharing information and socialising.

- 19 -
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In Search of

SHRIKES

A

stiff and steady breeze
whipped its way past me,
skimming the tops of the
heather and the spiky spines of
sporadic gorse bushes. It rustled
through the ancient oaks and
beeches that marked out the dense
wooded enclosure behind me.
Sinking into my scarf to avoid
the bite of the breeze my pace
quickened, taking me away from
the sheltered treeline. I was headed
for the open heathland of The
New Forest in search of a masked
bird with murderous tendencies.
The great grey shrike, Lanius
excubitor, the butcher sentinel. A
grey, black and white bird named for
its predilection for butchering prey
and hunting from high perches.
That’s a pretty big reputation for a
songbird no larger than a starling.
It’s infamous for its spiked shrub
larders where it impales its victims,
either dismembering them then
and there or storing them for later.
I’ve always wanted to catch a
glimpse of this bird, a masked
bandit waiting to snatch small
songbirds as they start to roost. Or
even to see the light of its white
underbelly dazzling as it flashes its
wings to flush small mammals from
the undergrowth. I’d even settle for
its undulating flight as it bounds
away from witnesses, fleeing the

crime scene not wanting to be in the air overhead, but there was
caught in such gruesome acts.
only a herd of fallow deer loitering
in the distant clearing. No shrikes.
Shrikes aren’t resident to this No butcher birds. No larders laden
country all year, but small numbers with a macabre hoard.
consistently overwinter here, often
arriving from northern climes Although these birds favour
such as Scandinavia. An even certain spots their numbers are
smaller number (estimated less so few and their territories so
than 10) choose the New Forest as wide that spotting them requires
their wintering grounds, typically a certain amount of luck that,
returning to the same spots each often always, accompanies wildlife
time. It’s no surprise these lowland watching. Today wasn’t my day,
birds choose the New Forest as there would be no flashes of white
their destination – the heathland or sentinel shrikes that quickly
provides numerous gorse bushes fled from prying eyes. Instead two
with lines of lofty trees on the glossy black figures darkened the
edges, both make ideal lookouts sky overhead, a pair of ravens had
for the shrike to stand sentinel.
come to offer their condolences,
their calls filling the empty expanse
The encroaching winter had as I made my way back to the car.
stripped the forest floor of its
green colour and repainted it The wind had settled now and
with rust and copper. Most trees, apart from a few New Forest
bar the evergreens, had started ponies picking their way through
shedding their leaves making it the heather, it felt as though I
easier to scan the branches for had the whole forest to myself. I
the butcher bird. My eyes darted had spent a day entangled in the
to every flit and flicker, but these mystery of a beautiful but deadly
belonged to chaffinches or blue bird from the north. Although I
tits and starlings, not the shrike I hadn’t been lucky enough to find it,
was after. A form silhouetted on my day was filled with encounters
top of wind-battered gorse turned of other wildlife that makes its
out to be a stonechat precariously home here. The butcher bird had
perched, masquerading as the eluded me, slipped from my sight,
culprit in question. Even a female until its next winter visit perhaps?
kestrel joined my search, quivering
- 20 -
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Jeni Bell reflects on her autumn wanderings
looking for these secretive birds
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INTERVIEW │ Brigit Strawbridge

T

o garden is a simple worldly pleasure of
connecting with the outdoors, while growing
delicious seasonal veg or attractive flowers for
a summer haven. It would seem that this pastime is
always at one with nature, but sadly this is not the
case. Increasing use of pesticides and ‘tidy gardens’ has
led to outdoor spaces that are hostile for our native
creatures. To garden for wildlife is something which
Brigit Strawbridge is an advocate for, from learning
through doing, she has in mind many ideas for an
outdoor oasis where even a small garden invites every
species in. I caught up with her to discuss bees, flowers,
and the future for pollinators, plus to gain inspiration
for attracting wildlife to your garden.

BRIGIT
STRAWBRIDGE
New Nature’s Alice Johnson talks to the
inspiring gardening for wildlife advocate
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to emphasize, but they are the most important because
of the way that they pollinate. They specifically go out
to collect pollen to provide for their young. Without
them I feel entire ecosystems would collapse; without
pollinators but especially without bees.”

Brigit speaks with such enchantment when telling
me about these insects, and how you need to think
of not only one species, but the requirements of many
when you are planting in your garden. She clarified:
“It is not just about honey bees, bumblebees or a few
solitary bees – they all have different niches and it
comes down to the importance of biodiversity. This
is something I hadn’t realised until I started watching
them in my garden. I noticed, for instance, with
lungwort only certain bees came to it and that made
A fascination
me wonder why – it is to do with the size of the bee
A childhood fascination is something we often and the different length tongues they have. Buff-tailed
associate with becoming enthralled by nature, but bumblebees couldn’t get the nectar in the lungwort, so
sometimes as the days turn into years it can get lost I continued planting that for species like hairy-footed
in the fast-pace of the modern world. Brigit explained flower bees that have long tongues. I now cater for
how she came to realise this was happening to her: “As all the different sized bees and their different length
a child I loved wildlife, and then somehow I lost it and tongues, plus flowers for different times of year. It is
I don’t know when. That’s what the book I am writing not just about bees, but I think if you get it right for
at the moment is about – how I realised I had lost that bees you get it right for all life on Earth.”
connection. I was walking over the Malvern Hills on
my way to work, and I had this sudden realisation that Even with a want to attract a particular creature to
your garden, it is important to be mindful of all of its
I was not paying attention to anything around me.”
desires. Brigit told me you need to think of the wider
Something that really drew Brigit’s thoughts back to habitat when attracting bees: “Something I have
the power of observation and sparked what would be become very aware of is providing habitat for bees is
a long-term fascination was the worrying decline of important. If you haven’t got the right habitat in the
bees. She said: “One of the things that had hit the area for the bumblebees to make their nest or for the
newspapers then was colony collapse disorder, and solitary bees to lay their eggs then you won’t have the
it made me aware that bee decline was happening. bees there in the first place to forage on the flowers.
When I knew bees were in trouble I started to look The two need to go hand in hand.”
at them more and notice all of the different species
and wonder what they were. It was knowing that
Creating a wildlife garden
bees were in decline and realising it was not all about
honey bees.”
Planning her own wildlife haven, along with her
husband Rob, Brigit has in mind many glorious
features that will be loved by wildlife, despite the small
A love for bees
space. She explained: “We are putting in some willows
Watching the to and fro of pollinators on the flowers because it is one of the most important flowering
in your garden and listening to the deep buzzing from plants at the beginning of the year, and crab apples
the bumblebees is a sweet joy, and these insects are as the blossom will be great for pollinators. We have
a particular favourite of Brigit’s. She explained that cut a little hole in the hedge, so that if there are any
though they are small, these creatures are vital: “Bees hedgehogs they can get in. We are putting up sparrow
are just one of many pollinators, that is really important boxes, and planting lots of climbers so that there is
- 23 -
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space on the walls for the nesting birds.”
Ponds are a must in any wildlife garden, and Brigit
isn’t holding back when it comes to including these
features. “We are having two ponds, one in a very
shaded area and one in a space that gets a little bit of
sun. We will put in a few plants like marsh marigold
but will wait and allow things to come naturally.”

30% vegetables, as we cram in-between every single
vegetable or soft fruit that we grow with plants for
pollinators. We planted wild mignonette for a specific
number of solitary bees, but I have lost count of the
number of hoverflies I have seen on it. It is clearly a
really good plant for hoverflies and I wouldn’t have
known that if I hadn’t planted it, so I learn a lot from
the planting and from the mistakes we make. I always
plant everything in large patches if I can, so that saves
the bees on energy as they don’t have to fly from
one little clump to another on the other side of the
garden.”

Discussing the garden, it isn’t long before Brigit dives
into the features she will be including for bees. She
said: “We are going to build a south-facing bank and
keep the grass cut short all of the time for ground
nesting solitary bees. We also want a mini meadow
The confusion of bee hotels
with perennial plants that are native to our area in
Dorset.
Putting up a bee hotel is something that is often
encouraged as an easy way to start a valuable feature
“There will be loads of shrubs for different areas, and for insects in the garden, Brigit explained what species
a couple of different mahonias. Now there is evidence we can hope to see using them. “If you put up a bee
that there are bumblebee species that instead of hotel you will get, in around April or May, red mason
going into hibernation in the autumn are establishing bees and blue masons. There are some new bees on the
another nest, it is important to have flowering plants block now too – resin bees for example, and last year
all year round. Mahonia is great because even if there one of my bee hotel tubes was blocked off with resin,
is a heavy frost or snow it carries on flowering. We so I know they are around here somewhere! Once the
have got two different mahonias, one will flower mason bees have come and gone, the leaf-cutter bees
before Christmas and one after.
will appear. We are putting in a Judas tree because we
know that leaf cutters just love the leaves to line their
“You need to multitask your space, so you can have the nest.”
bulbs coming up at various times of year underneath
shrubs and then you can plant annuals. We always There are actually some emerging concerns about
grow cosmos, it is my favourite annual for bees as it having bee hotels in gardens. Brigit explained why
continues flowering up until the first frost. For early maintenance is key for making sure these structures
autumn, Michaelmas daisies are amazing. You see are brilliant homes. “There is a lot of debate going on
common carder bumblebees on them, which are one as to whether bee hotels are good or bad for bees. If
of the last bumblebees to go into hibernation.”
you don’t manage them, take them down and check
for parasites and mould, or protect them against
Learning by doing is a great way of finding what woodpeckers, they could potentially be death traps.
works well in your garden, and what features wildlife The argument is that if you put up a bee hotel that
like most. Learning through seeing is also something attracts a lot of cavity nesting solitary bees to one
Brigit plans to implement in her garden by inviting the small space you are bound to get parasites as well.
public in. She explained: “We are going to plant some The parasitic wasps and bees, like the sharp-tailed
tubs with species that don’t help bees, ‘town centre bee which is a cuckoo, lay their eggs in the nest of
tubs’, so people can see when they come to our garden mason or leaf-cutter. A little bit of management is a
in the height of summer that the Mediterranean good thing, but I am wary of overloading people with
herbs are covered in pollinators and these tubs don’t warnings about parasites and disease in case they are
do anything for them.”
put off and end up doing nothing at all. My advice
is to get a bee hotel up, welcome the bees that come
Discovering which plants are great for bees and other to nest in it, then investigate ways to minimise the
pollinators is also about simple observation. Brigit impact of parasites.”
explained: “Our allotment is about 70% flowers and
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Favourite species
Asking if Brigit has a favourite species of bee, she discussed in the
delight the individuals that entrance her most. “My favourite species
in the whole world has got to be one of the ‘snail shell bees’. The
particular species Osmia bicolor (the red-tailed mason bee) make their
nest in abandoned snail shells. What the adult female does to protect
her eggs is just mind blowing. She lays her egg and fills the snail shell
up with all sorts of little rubble so nothing can get in, and puts a little
bit of ‘leaf mastic’ on it. Then, if you see one of these bees flying, she
looks like a little bee on a broomstick, with a piece of grass twice or
three times the length of her body. She comes back with maybe 100
pieces of grass, it is thatched and the whole snail shell is hidden.”

“I love hairy-footed flower

bees

because they are my harbinger of
spring.

I also love male wool
carder bees – I love the way they
patrol the lamb’s ear and see off
great big bumblebees three times
their size. It is really hard to have a
favourite bee,

I have a new favourite
every season! There are so many and
they all have different characters,
and I love that about them.”
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To hear more from Brigit
follow her on Twitter
@B_Strawbridge
or go to her website
www.beestrawbridge.
blogspot.com

Project

Focus

NATURE STEWARDS OF THE FUTURE

Words by Harry Househam
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Y

oung people may well be
the future as Whitney
Houston’s sentiments go,
but young people are also some
of the most disengaged when it
comes to matters of the natural
world. People seem to lose their
love of nature after childhood, with
it only returning either when they
have children or in retirement. This
is one of the hardest things I’ve
found working for the Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
Wildlife Trust (BBOWT), and
one of the greatest challenges of
conservation: the young, who the
burdens of climate change will
inevitably fall to, seem as if they
don’t care.

CONSERVATION │ Project Focus
the RSPB’s Phoenix membership
for over-12s. It’s encouraging to
see the Nottinghamshire Wildlife
Trust with their ‘Keeping it Wild’
group. Whilst BBOWT have in
the past had ‘Nature Explorers
Club’ and ‘Teen Rangers’ as groups
for 16s and under, there has been
a gap for young adults. This is why
I was excited to start working to
create a young adults’ group across
our three counties.
On 10th November, on a rain
drenched Saturday at the Nature
Discovery Centre in Thatcham in
Berkshire, these fledgling young
people formed ‘Nature Stewards
of the Future’. This is a group
dedicated to highlighting the plight
of wildlife and making a difference
in their local communities.
Attendees at the first meeting
of this project included students
from the University of Reading
and Oxford Brookes University,
members of the Oxford University
Nature Conservation Society,
trainees from BBOWT, and local
school and sixth form students.

We’re characterised as a generation
of millennial snowflakes too busy
Instagramming our food, with our
heads in the clouds and our eyes
glued to screens. I may well be
preaching to the converted, and
it’s wonderful to see initiatives
like New Nature taking up the
helm and producing content for a
younger generation to have their
voices heard, but we definitely need
to ensure that more young people It was truly inspiring to hear so
know the environment is an issue many people under the age of 25
that is ours to deal with.
united by a single cause and wanting
to make change. The most vocal
When it comes to thinking and recurring themes were that we
about the future of the planet, need to promote positive, successful
the environment and wildlife, it stories in conservation because
can seem so overwhelming that young people no longer engage
the burden should fall to us, but with scare tactics and statistics.
what can young people do? There What’s more, we represent a group
isn’t an easy fix. It would be naïve of people who are already engaged
to think otherwise, but within with nature: from biologists and
these lofty ambitions there is ecologists, to birders and wildlife
certainly an immediate need to photographers, we are already
focus on engaging more widely the vocal minority calling out for
with young people. Around the change. What we must do is make
country different conservation sure that the rest of our age group
organisations are creating groups aren’t lost on the way, and that they
for young people, from the youth know nature is not something to
network ‘A Focus on Nature’ to avoid or be afraid of but something
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that we are deeply dependent
on. It is our responsibility to be
ambassadors among people of our
own age, and to make them realise
the degradation of habitats and
the environment is our collective
responsibility to fix.
Now that organisations are
bringing young people together,
how can we make an immediate
difference to wildlife conservation
in the UK? These young people
in Oxfordshire, Berkshire and
Buckinghamshire will be focused
on campaigning for a wilder future
for Britain. The government will
be publishing a new Environment
Bill in 2019, and this legislation
could completely change rules and
regulations relating to nature and
land management across the UK.
Instead of seeing this as a terrifying
and looming threat we have the
once in a lifetime opportunity
to change what the government
thinks about nature. This group of
young people will raise awareness
and campaign for the government
to create a radically positive
approach to nature.
By writing to MPs, recruiting more
young people, and publicising
events, this group will take to the
streets and campuses to get the
word out. We can hold our MPs
accountable, and we can let them
know our voices will be heard.
The future is ours, and it’s our
responsibility to ensure that it is
a future rich in wildlife. So write
to your MP, meet with them, and
tell them why the Environment
Act that eventually emerges from
parliament should leave nature in a
better state than we found it. If the
government wants a green Brexit
it’s our job to make sure they
deliver on this promise.

Re s e a rc h
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TERRITORIAL

TOMPOTS
Words by Jo Cutler
crevices, to ensure an increased
likelihood of survival. When males
fight for territory, they generally have
a ‘stand-off ’. The two fish will face
one another, a few centimetres apart
and size each other up. Daunted, the
smaller of the two will eventually swim
away. Size seems to be an important
factor in the sexual selection of
tompots, as the larger blennies tend
to win the territory. When evenly
matched, males will resort to violence,
biting one another on the mouth area,
the fins or the head, according to the
study by Naylor and Jacoby.

The male tompot blennies are highly
protective of their homes, and will
fight each other to defend their
nooks and cracks in the rocks (within
the breeding season). Tompots breed
in the late spring and summer, and
males can be distinguished at this
time because they have enlarged anal
bulb glands. That is to say, they have Further to this, there was some
large bumps of flesh near their tail- strange behaviour observed, as a
end.
tompot blenny was recorded to have
rolled around an empty whelk shell
Other types of blennies have been for about eight minutes, whilst being
observed with similar glands, which watched by two smaller blennies
they use to attract females with in this Dorset study of tompot
pheromones, or to protect the eggs behaviour. Why it did this remains
by rubbing them with anti-microbial a mystery. It could be interpreted
mucus. In a study by Naylor and as a display of strength, in order to
Jacoby (2016), tompot blennies were reinforce that the territory was his,
noted as having rubbed their eggs for the upcoming breeding season.
with their anal glands, meaning that Who knows what goes through the
perhaps they too have a function that mind of a blenny.
helps keep the eggs alive.
I hope more studies on these
Tompots are very flirty fish and are fascinating fish are conducted, so
polygamous. Eggs will be laid by that we can find out more about their
females in various different male’s secretive lives.

Discover more about

these interesting fish by reading the study

Naylor, P. and Jacoby, D.M.P. (2016) ‘Territoriality in the tompot blenny
Parablennius gattorugine from photographic records’, Journal of Fish Biology,
88, (4), 1642-1647.
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Image: Roisin Maddison

T

ompot blennies are funky little
fish with large, googly eyes. They
live beyond the reach of the low
tide, so it requires diving/snorkelling
equipment to see them. However,
they do sometimes turn up in rock
pools and can reach up to 30cm.
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THE ALL-CONSUMING
SEARCH FOR PLANTS
Words by David Morris

It has certainly consumed me. I
am lucky that, as an ecological
consultant, my employer pays
me to botanise, which keeps me
thinking about plants most of the
time. Outside of work, I put on
the hat of County Recorder for my
home county of Oxfordshire, a role
to which I was appointed by the
Botanical Society of Britain and
Ireland (BSBI) in 2016. Thus, in
one way or another, plants occupy

almost my every conscious (and
sometimes unconscious) moment.
If you’ve never heard of the BSBI,
the society is the authority on the
recording (more on this shortly)
and taxonomy of our wild flora.
Technically, the society deals with
vascular plants (those with at least
xylem) and, for obscure reasons, a
group of smelly green algae called
stoneworts. This covers the most
gorgeous flowers to the dingiest of
grasses, ferns to trees, and lawnweeds to mountain denizens,
around 4,000 ‘wild’ plants. Other
plant groups are the object of
sister societies such as the British
Bryological Society.
Many naturalists keep records.
Recording is the activity that
translates sensations of the eye
and intellect and the pleasure
of
observation
into
data.
Fundamental to any record is its
location, especially important for
plants since they tend to stay put,
and its date. Gathered together,
record locations become the
familiar dots on distribution maps,
a form pioneered by the BSBI in
the 1960s, and provide the basis for
our understanding of the ranges of

Discover more from the BSBI:
bsbi.org/research
bsbi.org/atlas-2020
oxbot.blogspot.com
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our flora. The temporal component
tells us how these ranges change
through time.
One could say that the BSBI’s main
activity for the last 60 years has
been to gather dots. This is far from
trivial, as there are thousands of
species to record, and only around
3,000 botanists to cover the whole
of Britain and Ireland. The data also
need constantly updating, which
the society is currently working
toward with its third national atlas,
Atlas 2020. In addition to the huge
effort required of a small number
of volunteers, BSBI’s recording
work is also non-trivial because
of its far-reaching implications.
In my day job as a consultant, I
frequently use the BSBI’s data and
the country red lists and county
Rare Plant Registers they feed into,
to understand plant population
trends and assess potential impacts
of economic development. The
data are also fundamental to plant
conservation projects, and studies
involving such topical issues as
climate change and pollination.
So those dots are really quite
important after all!
Images: Harriet Gardiner

P

eople have been asking where
plants grow for millennia:
farmers, hunter-gatherers,
shamans, witches, herbalists,
doctors, philosophers, artists and
(occasionally) politicians. As a
botanist, I want to know where
plants grow because they are weird
and fascinating creatures that bring
the land to life. Knowing where
different species grow entails
looking for them (botanising)
and the simple pleasure in
small discoveries familiar to all
naturalists. Looking for plants,
with their infinite variety of form
and intimate association with
place, is not like looking for any
other kind of organism and can
become all-consuming.
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CONSERVATION
GRAZING
- a balance of agriculture
and nature?
Words by Carla Broom

8

0,000 years ago, our landscape
was dominated by large
herbivores, such as the
woolly mammoth and auroch.
These creatures performed a vital
function in the ecosystem, feeding
on and controlling the growth of
woody vegetation and shrubs to
increase open habitat and prevent
dense forests from dominating.
It may seem counter-intuitive
to prevent the growth of trees,
however the dense vegetation
found in these forests can lead to
reduced biodiversity, as there is
less variation in plant height, age
and structure, which many species
require to thrive.

way to more dominant vegetation
as soil quality increases. Without
a controlling pressure, heathlands
would be completely lost.

In our modern, comparatively
herbivore-scarce landscape, human
intervention is needed to control
this change and maintain a variety
of open habitat, such as grassland,
heathland and mire. Mowing and
burning are often used, usually
on a rotational basis, however
they are highly invasive methods
and can cause ground-dwelling
species to suffer. The vegetation
left behind, although more open,
is uniform with little variation in
height and structure. Much of our
By the end of the Pleistocene wildlife requires a range of habitat
epoch (~11,700 years ago), almost features, and cannot thrive in this
all these herbivores were extinct, environment.
and over time have been replaced
by smaller species and livestock. Conservation grazing is a more
This reduction in grazing pressure natural intervention method,
had huge consequences for our utilising livestock for conservation
landscapes – increased abundance purposes. It is typically less intensive
of dense, woody vegetation and than commercial grazing, and is
loss of open habitat. Without generally considered beneficial
grazers to control vegetation, many for wildlife and landscapes.
vital ecosystems could be lost as Environmental
Stewardship
less competitive species give way to Schemes encourage landowners
woody plants and more dominant to implement grazing systems
shrubs. Heather, for example, is a that are beneficial to wildlife, as
strong coloniser which grows on they can be used as a tool to meet
nutrient-poor soil, but easily gives various biodiversity objectives. It is
- 32 -
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AN
ARTIFICIAL
SOLUTION

One species affected is the robin. Their punchy burst of
song is a welcome sound this time of year, but with light
pollution their contribution towards the cacophony of
the dawn chorus extends increasingly into the night
as night merges into day. The illumination replicates
longer days and, although this means more time to
feed, forage and fight for territory, the tiredness can
also make robins more susceptible to predation.
Birds are not alone in adapting their behavior in
light of an ever-changing world. Invertebrates, most
famously moths, also succumb to the lure of dazzling
lights.

The disorientation and exhaustion caused by certain
wavelengths of lighting – like yellow, ultraviolet
Words by Ryan Deal
(UV), green or blue – can make them an easy
target for opportunistic predators. For instance,
UV lights particularly disturb male moths as they
prevent them from mating and feeding normally.
ith the spring equinox upon us, delicate Unnatural lights not only affect breeding, but
swathes of wood anemones bursting into tilt the predator-prey relationship altogether.
flower and the dawn chorus piercing
through crisp morning air, it’s easy to let our minds Some species of bat, like common pipistrelle and
drift towards thoughts of warmer summer evenings. noctule, will happily feed by these lights, whereas
After a long winter the luxury of sitting outside and other species, like the brown long-eared bat or the
enjoying a few drinks with friends will be very welcome. rare Bechstein’s bat, are naturally put off by them.
This is mainly to avoid being predated, but this puts
To extend an evening and create a relaxed and homely up a barrier between them and much of their prey.
feel, many people turn to artificial lights. These lights
help to create an idyllic garden setting and are often The versatility of wildlife is incredible. Its ability
wildlife-friendly – sort of.
to adapt and evolve over millennia has created the
diverse world we live in today. Nevertheless, the rate at
Researchers have assessed the environmental which humans are changing the environment, makes
disruption caused by artificial light pollution on bird it increasingly difficult for species to adapt quickly
migration. Artificial lights, which they mistake for the enough to keep up with human ingenuity. We’ve
starlight that they use to navigate, can disorientate already taken major steps towards helping though.
birds causing them to crash into buildings or LED lights can now be specifically designed to emit
lose sense of direction, much like in the heart- a specific wavelength of light and directly illuminate
wrenching turtle scene featured in Blue Planet II. areas, rather than causing unnecessary light pollution.
There are also laws in place to ensure that lights do
Although streetlights and buildings cause the bulk of not overlook ecologically sensitive areas. We can do
light pollution, the patchwork of miniature ecosystems our bit too. By switching off lights, even solar lights,
that are created by the blanket of gardens across the when they are not being used, we can all make our
UK means we all play a part too.
gardens more wildlife friendly.

W

Images: Harriet Gardiner

less invasive than other methods, which can be effective but needs
and requires less human input.
to be carefully managed to balance
stocking density.
Conservation grazing benefits
habitats in many ways, increasing When introducing a new grazing
biodiversity
of
plants
and management regime to a site, great
animals. It increases soil quality, care must be taken. High stocking
and creates some bare ground density can lead to overgrazing,
through trampling, which allows when grasses are eaten before
less competitive plants to grow. It they have a chance to regrow. This
increases variation in vegetation, causes grasslands and heathlands
creating a range of habitat types to degrade, creates too much
able to support many species. This bare soil and reduces variation of
is especially important for reptiles vegetation. If stocking density
that have very specific requirements, is too low, semi-natural habitat
and invertebrates. Dunging is also degrades into marginal land, which
an important function provided by is often developed due to its arid,
livestock, adding natural fertiliser poor-quality soil. As large amounts
and providing resources for over of protected habitat have been lost
250 species of insect in the UK through over- or under-grazing,
alone. These changes also help moderate intensity grazing is
ground nesting birds that require considered most beneficial for
varied swards to lay eggs, bats conservation.
and other mammals that feed on
invertebrates, and predatory birds As agriculture intensifies, now
feeding on reptiles.
covering around 70% of UK
land, it is ever more important to
However, each grazing system balance the needs of livestock and
must be carefully planned and wildlife. Although careful planning
monitored. Species and breeds of and knowledge is required, when
livestock need to be considered, properly managed, conservation
as differences in plant preference, grazing can provide habitat and
grazing technique and behaviour resources for hundreds of UK
affect their suitability. Each site species. As we move further towards
must be considered individually a farmland-dominated landscape,
and management plans tailored, it is important to remember our
which can be time consuming natural heritage. Commercial
and requires a deep understanding and conservation grazing are at
of the ecosystem. There are separate ends of the same scale,
multiple methods to consider – and although steps are being taken
the main two are free-roaming, to integrate the two, sustainable
continuous grazing and rotational farming to meet biodiversity targets
grazing. Free-roaming grazers needs to be further encouraged
are considered most beneficial through policies incentivising
for conservation and require less the preservation of habitat. This
maintenance, however may not way, the function provided by
be applicable to all situations. those extinct herbivores could
Rotational
grazing
involves be replaced on a national scale,
moving herds between fields or restoring habitats and promoting
paddocks at regular intervals, biodiversity.
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HEDGEHOGS ON
THE HEBRIDES:
the lesser known tale
of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle

Words and Images by
Rebecca McHugh

T

here are few places quite like the Outer Hebrides.
Far from a windswept cluster of Atlantic rocks,
the islands that make up this unique Scottish
archipelago are surprisingly fertile and colourful;
ablaze in summer with scatterings of buttercups and
clovers from which the bird life is notably vocal.
The distinctive wildflower meadows covering the
islands are known as the machair, which owes its
existence to the combination of traditional croft
farming methods and calcium rich local sands. It is a
rare, but internationally important habitat for nesting
wader birds, with over 7,000 hectares of land protected
as Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
Despite the recognition of the Hebridean machair as
a refuge for wildlife, the islands became the location
of a surprisingly troublesome tale when hedgehogs
were introduced in 1974 to help gardeners control
pests. Although widespread on mainland UK, they
were not native to the islands and had to be purposely
transported by those unaware of the ecological
devastation that would ensue.
Trouble began when, unlike the English-speaking
washer woman envisioned by Beatrix Potter, the
hedgehogs developed a taste for bird eggs. As they
adapted to their new environment, their soaring
numbers on the islands of North Uist, South Uist
and Benbecula were twinned with plummeting
populations of ground nesting redshanks, dunlins,
ringed plovers, lapwings and snipes.
After a plan to fence off nesting areas was abandoned
in the late 1990s, a controversial hedgehog cull began,
but it faced strong opposition and fierce criticism
from those concerned about animal welfare. After a
series of widely reported protests, it was clear a new
approach was needed, and the cull was stopped.
Soon after, a more humane project was initiated with
hedgehogs being captured, transported to the mainland
and safely released. While considerably less divisive
than the cull, the hedgehog relocation programme
is an expensive strategy requiring cooperation from
multiple teams and over 40 years later, work to remove
the hedgehogs remains ongoing.
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The strong opposition to the Hebridean hedgehog
cull seems to be in stark contrast to opinions about
how to deal with other ‘invasive’ species such as
Japanese knotweed or the signal crayfish. For example,
proposals to sell and eat grey squirrel meat have been
met with a wave of overwhelmingly positive responses
and described by some as, “the ultimate ethical meal”.
So why have hedgehogs enjoyed special treatment?
Although it’s good that a humane relocation strategy
was eventually adopted, the outcry voiced in opposition
of the cull has simply not occurred with conservation
led eradication schemes where the targeted species
is non-native and/or considerably less cute. I think
many of the protests were driven by the popularity
But the issue of recently introduced mammals and personification of hedgehogs as friendly and
affecting island wildlife is not limited to hedgehogs endearing, which is the opposite of attitudes towards
on the Hebrides. For instance, an almost identical other invader species.
scenario has recently gathered attention on Orkney
where stoats threaten ground-nesting birds and other The story of hedgehogs on the Hebrides highlights
native Orcadian wildlife. In October 2018, proposals the complex ethics of conservation and our somewhat
for a cull were announced after a survey by the Orkney inconsistent attitudes towards ‘invasive’ species.
Native Wildlife Project found an overwhelming 84% While we readily consider them a threat to our native
of people supported the plans. Like hedgehogs, the biota, the Hebridean hedgehog situation challenged
stoat is native to mainland UK but not the outermost perceptions because the ‘invader’ was an iconic British
islands. How people will react when the programme species and culturally popular. While it’s difficult to
begins cannot be predicted, but the survey suggests reach an opinion on the matter, the events offer a
that unlike with the hedgehog cull, no major fascinating snapshot into the complexity of ongoing
conservation-based debates in the UK countryside.
opposition currently exists.
Back on the Hebrides, another cull of egg-eating,
non-native pests has been ongoing since 2001. This
‘sister’ scheme, known as the Hebridean Mink Project,
targets the now minute population of American
minks using kill traps set up near nesting sites on the
machair. But unlike with the hedgehog culls, the only
real concern voiced by the public has been that by
killing the mink, the project may have rid the local
rats of their primary predator, allowing numbers to
increase.
In fact, neither the mink or stoat eradication schemes
generated concerns about animal welfare raised when
hedgehogs were killed. Without branding either
right or wrong, it’s hard not to notice the contrasting
responses to such similar situations.
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CAREERS │ Rob Arnold
Here, Rob talks to Alex Pearce
about his work and how he is using
art to spread an important message.
AP: Hi Rob. How long have you
been involved in art?
RA: From an early age I drew
pictures of whatever interested
me at the time, like cars and
aeroplanes, but it was only when
I took up photography in my late
teens that I began to realise that art
could convey an emotion or make
some sort of statement.

ROB ARNOLD
The environment can influence us in so many
different aspects of our lives and Rob Arnold,
whose name went viral after he collected 35 bags
of plastic nurdles off a Cornish beach, is inspired by
environmental issues our planet is currently facing.
His pieces, which include Plastic-henge, a replica
made purely of lighters and an Easter Island head
built out of thousands of nurdles, are used to help
communicate current environmental concerns.
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My
thing
was
landscape
photography. I loved the outdoors
and would spend days exploring
the landscape, just me and my
Hanimex. Never feeling the need
for company because I had my
camera and photographs to share
my experience.
AP: What is your creative process
like?
RA: I’m most creative when I’m
on my own. Spending a lot of time
walking the beaches, picking up
plastic litter to prevent it harming
marine life. I always take a couple
of rubbish sacks with me and
invariably end up filling them with
as much litter as I can carry. Fully
aware that clean-ups alone are not
going to solve the problem, I feel
the importance of getting to the
root cause, to show people the
problem that we have all created.
I’m continually thinking of ways
to raise awareness and bring about
change. If the litter is particularly
bad on a stretch of beach, I
photograph it to put on social
media. Trouble is, these pictures
lose their shock value once they’ve
been seen a few times, so I use my
art as a way of grabbing people’s
attention.

My process? Sometimes I pick
up a piece of plastic and it looks
like something other than what
it is, and this will spark an idea. I
then look out for more pieces to
complete the artwork. I only use
washed-up plastic and try to keep
it ‘as found’, without altering or
colouring it, because I want people
to recognise the everyday items, to
feel some personal connection and
then help solve the problem.
The Jet Bomber all started with
me picking up a surfboard fin and
a piece of black plastic drain pipe
which would become the tail and
fuselage. In my mind’s eye I could
see the image of a dark, menacing,
heavily armed military jet with the
accompanying caption ‘Possibly
our Greatest Threat – Plastic
Pollution!’. It took another year
of beach cleans before all the key
pieces turned up. The last piece
was the pilot’s canopy, cut from
the shoulder of a bottle for tanning
oil. I particularly enjoyed making
this sculpture and must admit to
getting a bit carried away with the
detail – I even found a plastic army
man’s head for the pilot. Possibly
the building of many Airfix model
aeroplanes in my younger years
was my inspiration here!
Sometimes the process goes the
other way: idea first, plastic litter
second. On the radio recently, I
heard this quote: ‘If you think you’re
too small to make a difference,
try sleeping with a mosquito!’.
It’s from the Dalai Lama, such a
great saying and so relevant today,
when we can often feel so helpless
and overwhelmed by the amount
of pollution. This quote got me
thinking: I should build a mosquito
out of washed up single-use plastic,
cotton bud sticks, drink straws

etc., photograph it and create a It’s this thought that drives my
motivational poster incorporating work.
the Dalai Lama’s words.
AP: What is your biggest
The visual aspect of social media
inspiration?
is hugely important in reaching a
wide audience with my art. I like RA: My biggest inspiration comes
it that just one photograph has the from other people who share my
potential to reach and hopefully concerns for the environment
influence thousands of people. and are going the extra mile to
For this reason, all my pieces are bring about change, doing great
first conceived as images to be things to help wildlife directly
used on social media. One of my or by campaigning and raising
most thought-provoking pieces, awareness. These people give me
the Plastic-henge made with hope for the future and their efforts
disposable cigarette lighters was encourage me to do more myself.
an installation set up purely for the
photographic image and doesn’t
AP: A lot of your work centres
exist in any other form. Other around plastics in our ocean; why
pieces can go on to develop a do you feel that art is a good outlet
sculptural life of their own, like my
for discussing this issue?
Easter Island head, currently on
display at the National Maritime RA: Climate change, acidification
Museum in Falmouth.
of the oceans, over-fishing and
plastic pollution are serious
AP: How does nature influence
problems affecting the future of all
your work?
life on Earth. All these man-made
issues have been scientifically
RA: My love of nature must have proven. Yet often governments
come from growing up on a farm and industry with vested interests
in Cornwall, catching sight of a can cast doubt on the science if
hare dashing across a hillside or the effects of these issues are not
simply observing hermit crabs in always visible to us. The result of
the rock pools on family trips to plastic pollution is out there for us
our local beach. The decline in the all to see, there’s no escaping the
environment that I’ve seen since facts. Even so, sometimes our eyes
then is catastrophic. It’s now very must first be opened, and this is
rare to see a brown hare in Cornwall where art comes in.
and nationally its population has
shrunk by 80%. A shocking report
AP: Your work is fantastic and
this year from WWF states that
pleasing to the eye – how do you
humanity has wiped out 60% ensure that its beauty as a piece of
of wildlife populations over the
art doesn’t overshadow the vital
last 40 years. That’s in just half a message you are trying to portray?
lifetime! I feel we’re committing
an unforgivable crime against the RA: That’s a very good question.
amazing creatures with which we My priority is to get people to
share this planet, many that lived view plastic as potential pollution.
in balance with nature for millions The last thing I want to do is just
of years before we humans arrived. to create something beautiful out
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CAREERS │ Rob Arnold
of litter which in a way would be
celebrating the material being
used. So my pieces always come
with a caption and supporting text.
My thinking is that if people are
first attracted by the novelty or
beauty of the piece then I have
their attention and the opportunity
to deliver a message, a sort of sting
in the tail.

on beach cleans are nurdles and
bio-beads. These are plastic pellets
roughly the size of lentils. Nurdles
are the first production stage of
all the plastic items we use. Being
transported between factories all
around the world they get lost in
their billions and are now found on
nearly every coastline, even in the
Arctic. Bio-beads are very similar
to look at but are used for filtration
AP: You hit the news last year for in some UK water treatment plants,
your sterling beach clean work –
where they’ve been escaping into
and the amount of plastics that you river outfalls for many years. For
found. How does finding such levels me these plastic pellets are the
of plastic affect you mentally? Are most disturbing items of plastic
you hopeful for the future of our
litter because of the sheer quantity
marine environments?
that now pollute the environment.
They’re particularly harmful to
RA: Seeing masses of plastic on marine life, often mistaken for fish
the beach can be disheartening eggs they get eaten by fish and sea
and I’m very aware that what we birds.
can see is just a tiny fraction of the
pollution that’s out there. Every
AP: How do you think we can all
week, it seems, there are more help to improve the situation in the
results of studies released about
oceans?
the effect of plastic pollution on
marine life, another video of a solid RA: Many people are following
plastic river in Indonesia, another the three Rs: Reduce, Reuse and
washed-up whale whose stomach Recycle. It’s really important that
is full of plastic bags. Sometimes we all work to reduce new plastic,
I get down and pessimistic about but so much plastic ends up in the
the future, but as soon I start beach ocean every day simply through
cleaning and thinking of new art littering, either directly into the
pieces or campaigns, my mind- ocean from boats or on land, where
set shifts and I become positive it’s carried by wind,drains and rivers.
and hopeful again. I’ve discovered We must do more to discourage
that being pessimistic just isn’t an littering and to change the mindoption. I can’t un-know what I set of the minority that don’t
know and turn my back on wildlife give it a second thought. It really
and the environment. I keep myself should be viewed not just as antibusy, because just doing something social but as anti-environmental.
keeps me positive and this is vital Community litter-pics are a great
for my mental wellbeing.
way to raise awareness and bring
the neighbourhood together.
AP: What is the most common item
you find whilst doing beach cleans? In my experience industrial fishing
And which is the most disturbing? gear accounts for over 50% of beach
plastic. Even more is out on the sea
RA: The most common item I find bed, unseen in the form of nets and
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ropes. Known as ‘ghost gear’ this
litter will continue to ensnare fish
and other sea creatures for decades.
Cutting back on our intake of fish
would certainly help. Soon we
may well be advised to do so for
health reasons. Recent studies have
shown that one third of fish landed
for human consumption contains
plastic. Research is ongoing to see
what effect this contamination
could be having on human health.

to be new and dramatic to get
noticed.

Time is running out for the oceans.
We can’t continue being passive.
We need to be more outspoken,
especially on single-use plastic
packaging. For instance, if a fast
food outlet serves their takeaways
only in polystyrene, don’t give
them your custom and let them
know why, with a quick email or
text. Manufacturers and retailers
are responding to public opinion.
They’re in competition for our
custom, so they invite our feedback.
If enough of us let them know that
we don’t want this excess plastic
packaging, they will do something
about it. It’s no good waiting for
legislation from government, we
need to be driving the change.

My objective has always been to
raise greater public awareness of
marine plastic pollution. Thanks to
the likes of the BBC (Blue Planet
II, Drowning in Plastic) and Sky
News (Sky Ocean Rescue) there has
been huge progress here. I’ll use
my art now to focus attention on
specific areas, like the many singleuse plastic products. Maybe even
targeting the big corporations who
I think could do a lot more to reduce
the plastic in their packaging.

AP: What advice would you give to
young artists who are just getting
started?
RA: I take it that you mean
environmental artists! I would
say: find out as much as you can
about any environmental issues
that concern you and stay up to
date on what is happening in the
world. When you feel strongly
about an issue, stay positive and
creativity will follow. Think of
fresh and interesting ways to get
your message across. These days
we’re inundated with images and
information, so your art will have

AP: What can we expect from you
in the future?
RA: I have some ideas for future
sculptures, some big, some small.
I don’t like to give away details in
advance as it’s important that my
work has impact, and this works
better if it comes out of the blue.

Landscape
photography
has
remained a passion of mine and
I’ve recently been incorporating it
into my social media posts. I’m still
moved by the natural beauty of the
world we live in.

Thanks very much Rob!
In order to keep up to
date with Rob’s work,
you can find him on

Facebook:
rob.arnold.3152
and Instagram:
@rob.arnold.art
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PHOTOGRAPHER FOCUS │ Matt Roseveare

BADGER

PHOTOGRAPHER FOCUS

There is something special about badger watching, it’s
the excitement of having a whole forest go to sleep
beside you then seeing a whole new one wake up.
Apart from being a relaxing outdoor adventure, it can
be an exciting photographic challenge that puts your
camera and outdoor skills to the test. For this image I
used a tripod, as the light was poor, and waited by a set
entrance that I knew was regularly used. Luckily the
badgers emerged just before the light went completely,
and with my tripod to stop camera shake and a slow
shutter speed to allow more light into the sensor, I
could freeze this magical scene.

PONY

Matt
Roseveare

Sunrise is definitely my favourite time of day, especially
on a cold winter’s morning. For the photograph
below, I thought it would be best to shoot into the
light of the sun that was rising directly behind this
New Forest pony. Back light can add atmosphere
to a scene and in this case, it’s what’s enhancing the
pony’s breath. I love this image because it shows off
the power of these iconic animals that call Britain’s
smallest National Park their home.

Be inspired by these
glorious images taken in
the New Forest
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RED DEER

NUTHATCH

In March 2018 the New Forest was covered in a blanket
of snow for the first time in years. This presented
many unique wildlife photography opportunities.
After walking for a few hours in the snow I came to
a clearing with a picnic bench which was swarming
with garden birds looking for food. The snow was
powering down in full force, so I used a higher shutter
speed to freeze the motion of the flakes to create this
portrait. With wildlife photography it is important
to get out and photograph in all weathers, no matter
how challenging, as it’s often these hard conditions
that create the most interesting images.

Foxes in the New Forest are very elusive, for me,
encounters are rare and often fleeting. I never set out
looking for foxes, they just seem to appear when they
want to. The below picture was taken on a January
morning, while I was out looking for deer in a patch
of ancient woodland. Suddenly, I saw two foxes
approaching in the distance and decided to lay down
on the ground and wait; getting down low allowed
me to look right into the eyes of the fox, freezing its
encapsulating stare in this very lucky moment.

FOX

What I love about early mornings is the atmospheric conditions that
often occur. On a clear windless night, you are almost guaranteed a
beautiful mist, which makes for really nice compositions as the dense fog
often hides distractions in the image. On this particularly nice morning
I was sitting hidden in the bracken when this mother red deer and fawn
ventured from the mist and walked slowly in my direction, allowing me
to capture this tender moment. It’s occasions like this that make 3am
alarms worth it and essential for gathering nice imagery.

About

the photographer

Matt is a 19 year old photographer with a passion for wildlife. He lives just outside
the New Forest National Park and is currently studying a degree in Marine and
Natural History Photography at Falmouth University.

Instagram: @Mattr_photo
Twitter: @Mattjr_photo
www.mattrphotography.co.uk
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Writing Competition

2019
NEW NATURE
WRITING
COMPETITION!
The second annual writing
competition is here!

Work must be submitted by 10th May 2019 by email
to editorial.newnature@gmail.com. The email
must contain your full name, place of residence, age
and email address. Please attach your piece as a word
document. Please send your piece within an email
which has writing competition and your full name
and age in the subject space, ie:
Subject: Writing Competition Andrew Aardvark 21
Andrew Aardvark
21
Cornwall
A.Aardvark@gmail.com
Any submissions without these details will not be
accepted. Good luck!

All entries will be judged by the New Nature team
and writer Dominic Couzens. Entries can be written
in any style, but must be a maximum of 600 words and
focus on the subject matter: ‘A Special Place’.

ABOUT THE JUDGE:

Dominic Couzens is a writer who has penned nearly
30 books. He is a keen birdwatcher and runs bird trips
in the UK. He regularly features in magazines such as
Winners to be revealed in our September issue and BBC Wildlife and on television programmes such as
on our website, however all winners will be contacted Autumnwatch.
beforehand. Participants must be aged 30 and under
www.birdwords.co.uk
and from the UK.

The Closing date: 10th May 2018.

PRIZES
1st Prize - £50 E-Voucher to spend on the Big
Wild Thought website; sustainable clothing with a
wildlife theme that supports wildlife charities
2nd Prize – A year’s free membership to The
Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland (BSBI).
The lucky winner will be invited to write an account
of their year’s membership which will be published in
the News and Views pages of their website, and three
natural history books from White Owl Books
3rd Prize – A voucher giving entry to a family of
four to SEA LIFE aquariums and sanctuaries around
the UK and three books from Brambleby Books

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
COMPETITION PRIZES:
Big Wild Thought
£50 E-Voucher to spend on their website: “Big Wild
Thought is a new clothing brand, founded in 2018
by us Laura and Liam. We decided that we were
going to put both our designer heads together and
create a brand that allows people to wear and care
at the same time. Our main goal is to help animal
conservation efforts around the world. For every item
sold, we donate at least ten per cent of the retail sale
to a relevant animal charity.”
www.bigwildthought.co.uk
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The Botanical Society of Britain &
Ireland – 1 year full membership

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR NEW
NATURE WRITING COMPETITION

“The Botanical Society of Britain & Ireland (BSBI)
is proud to support the New Nature Writing
Competition and we are offering a prize of a year’s full
membership of the BSBI (current annual subscription
is £30). The lucky winner will enjoy all the benefits
of membership and, at the end of the year, will be
invited to write an account of their year’s membership
– what they liked and any ideas for improvement. This
account will be published (possibly in a slightly edited
form) on the News & Views pages of our website and
any comments and suggestions will be considered in
full by our ruling Council. We’re keen to hear from
young naturalists and we are listening!”
www.bsbi.org

White Owl – Three books (Hidden
Nature, A History of Trees, Garden
Wildlife)
White Owl is an exciting new imprint from Pen
& Sword, launched in January 2017. White Owl
publishes informative and entertaining titles by expert
authors covering a wide variety of topics including
healthy eating, lifestyle, wellbeing, photography,
nature and gardening.
www.whiteowlbooks.co.uk

Brambleby Books – Three books (Walking
with Birds, Making Wildlife Ponds,
British and Irish Butterflies)
Brambleby Books specialises in natural history,
with an emphasis on biodiversity, conservation and
the environment, by narrative descriptions, often
interfaced with poetry and/or the visual arts.
www.bramblebybooks.co.uk
www.visitsealife.com

1. This competition is open to residents of the UK aged 30 and
under, except the editorial team of New Nature.
Entry Process
2. Entry closes on 12pm Friday 10th May 2019. The winners
will be contacted via email by the end of September. Entrants
must follow the entry guidelines as set out by New Nature.
3. Entry is limited to one email.
4. No purchase is necessary to enter.
Eligibility of Entries
5. Only entries that follow the required entry process will
be considered. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for
incomplete or corrupted entries or entries that fail to reach the
Promoter.
6. No bulk, third party or organised group entries will be
permitted.
  
The Winning Entries
7. The prize entitles the one winner to the specified prize with
in this article.
8. The winner will be selected after deliberation from the New
Nature team and Dominic Couzens.
9. New Nature’s decision is final and no correspondence will be
entered into.   
The Prize/s
10. The prize/s are non-transferrable and cannot be redeemed
for cash. New Nature reserves the right to change or withdraw
the prize/s at any given time.  
Disclaimer
11. By entering this competition you confirm that you have the
legal capacity to do so and agree to these terms and conditions.
12. New Nature reserves the right to (i) cancel this promotion,
(ii) cancel or refuse any individual’s entry and (iii) amend these
terms and conditions (and will use reasonable endeavours to
notify changes to entrants and potential entrants).
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READERS’ CORNER │ Book Review

READERS’ CORNER │ Blog

What’s on the blog:
Keep up to date with New Nature and news from the natural world by reading our
online blog.

READERS’ CORNER
Book review:

Thinking on My Feet
by Kate Humble

A

s a regular explorer of the outdoors and a
frequent walker, I was eager to start turning
the pages of Kate Humble’s new book when
it fell through my letterbox a couple of weeks ago.
Thinking on My Feet follows a year in Kate’s
walking
boots, celebrating
and
exploring
the part this simple activity plays in her life.

of her journey is wonderfully honest, celebrating the
hard and uncomfortable side of walking alongside the
rewarding. We’ve all felt those leg-aches and suffered
blisters from our beloved boots after a long trek, and
through reading of Kate’s and others’ discomfort you
come to respect this side of being outdoorsy too.

City of Trees – A Summer Scholarship
Story
Emma Plover
I was a bit nervous when I went for my interview
at City Of Trees. I wasn’t sure what to expect and
I’m not sure what they were expecting to see, but as
an Interactive Art student I knew I had a different
perspective to offer and that was valuable. I met
Miranda and Bryan and they seemed keen to have me
on board, not just to take part in the surveying but to
get an experience about what working with City Of
Trees was like in general…

In this half, she also lends her voice to others who
In the book we hear about Kate’s favourite walks have discovered the joy of walking. We hear some
near her home, around the UK and on her travels incredible stories of people undertaking astounding
around the world. Her journeys are described in journeys on foot and the inspiration behind them
beautiful detail; not of direction or route, but of doing so. Once again, the passion with which
sensations, contemplations and wildlife encounters. Kate tells these stories fills you with a thirst for
Her writing, capturing her emotions and impressions undertaking an adventure under your own steam.
as she wanders, leaves you craving a walk outside
like a long day leaves you craving a cup of tea. Overall, this book had a great positive effect on
my own perception of walking, and how often
As well as taking you on a journey through the seasons I actually do it. It’s a thoroughly relaxing and
with a diary of walks, Kate explores the reasoning, restorative read – the only problem being it takes
psychology and therapeutic benefits behind such a you twice as long to finish as it normally would, as
seemingly simple action. The accounts of her walks are you keep eyeing up your walking boots in the corner
beautifully descriptive and observant, but also remain and thinking, “I should really go out for a walk.”
completely relatable through her humour and wit.
favourite quotes captured her
tone
perfectly,
she
said:

“The flamboyant ‘Godfather of Funk’, musician
George Clinton, wrote the title track for
Funkadelic’s 1970’s album Free Your Mind…
and Your Ass Will Follow. But perhaps what we
all need to do is take his advice and switch it
around- Free your ass… and your mind will follow.”
The second half of the book describes Kate’s selfimposed challenge of walking the 136 mile Wye Valley
Walk. Accompanied only by her dog, Teg, her account

Words by Lucy Hodson
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Image: Scholarship photo: City of Trees

One of my
light-hearted

Learning Mammal Identification with FSC
Olly Dove
When entering the big, wide world of a career in
conservation, it helps to have certain skills and
experiences under your belt. The skills you need, of
course, depend greatly on what field you’re headed
into. Some of the skills you might need could be
learnt on apprenticeships or jobs, but neither of those
are particularly easy to come by. Given the increase
in interest over recent years in conserving the natural
world, more and more organisations are running
courses to help give people access to experiences
otherwise inaccessible to them…

Read the full story

on our blog at www.newnature.co.uk
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OUR CONTRIBUTERS

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!

Joshua BRIERLEY
Carla BROOM

Hannah BRANWOOD

Jeni BELL

Josh has always been passionate about wildlife, as he
went through academia his interest narrowed into the
study of insects and article writing.
Carla has recently graduated from a Masters of
Research in Wildlife Conservation, after researching
the effects of conservation grazing systems on reptile
communities. She is interested in land management
and environmental policy.

Hannah is an MPhil student at Liverpool John Moores
University studying the effects of climate change on
species with disjunct distributions. She is a volunteer
for ARC Trust’s Gems in the Dunes project.

Rebecca McHUGH

Jeni is a keen wildlife and travel enthusiast with a
passion for British wildlife. She is currently touring the
UK in search of all things wild.

www.seekingwildsights.co.uk

@HannahBranwood

@carlabroom
Blog: itseasybeinggreen.wordpress.com

David MORRIS

Harry HOUSEHAM

Jo CUTLER

Rebecca is a recent Physical Geography graduate from
North East Scotland. A lover of outdoor adventures,
she’s spent many happy hours exploring Scotland’s
mountains, coasts, islands and peat bogs.

Ryan DEAL

David is a consultant ecologist at Jacobs and is the BSBI
County Recorder for Oxfordshire. He is passionate
about wetland conservation and recording critical plant
groups such as roses.

Harry is an archaeology graduate from Oxford
University. As well as loving the natural world he is
Marketing officer for the Berkshire Buckinghamshire
and Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust.

@HarryHouseham
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Jo loves the natural world as she finds it magical and
fascinating. She is a passionate beach cleaner and wants
to teach people about the amazing creatures we share
the planet with, in order to protect them.

Ryan is a Wildlife and Media graduate from
Cumbria University. He is a keen birder, nature
enthusiast and wildlife photographer, based in
Suffolk.
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CONTACT US
Let us know what you thought about this issue of New Nature, or what
you would like to see in future issues.
We are always on the lookout for young writers, photographers and
artists. Please get in touch if you are interested in submitting work.

editorial.newnature@gmail.com
www.newnature.co.uk
/NewNatureMag
@NewNature_Mag
/NewNature_Mag
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